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PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS IN GRAPHITE LATTICES

Introduction

The French experimental program for the study of

the physics of natural uranium, graphite moderated reactors

is primarily based on integral measurements, either of

lattice properties or of effective cross sections*

The integral lattice properties are determined

either by absolute buckling measurements or by progressive

replacement experiments in a critical assembly* Both of these

methods have given excellent results : as early as 1956.

they have been tested in 6-1 and led to a prediction of the

critical size of 0-2 within 1$6. The need for an extensive

survey of lattice parameters : lattice pitch, channel diameter

fuel elements of different geometries, etc ... has led

since to the construction of a critical facility (MARIUS)

specially designed for the progressive replacement expérimenta

Additional information are derived during those

experiments, for instance on anisotropy, reflector savings,

cell fine structure, etc •••

•/ • • •



Correlations based only upon these integral latti-

ce experiments may lead to important errors on the neutron

balance. Moreover, information is required on the effect

of irradiation and temperature on lattice properties. One

approach to both these problems is to determine effective
28 49 40

cross sections for U , Pu , Pu ,

experiments are done to this effect

28 49 40cross sections for U , Pu , Pu , etc.... Several types of

49 25
- Activation measurements of Pu and U detectors

are done in MARIUS to determine the ratio of effective fissior

cross sections in various lattices,

- Analyses of fuels irradiated in the Marcoule

reactors at several temperatures yield conversion factors,

the ratio of Pu capture to U 2 5 absorption, etc... Those

anelyses are based on isotopic dilution and mass spectrometry

and can be accurate enough to check for instance the tempe-

rature dépendance of plutonium cross sections»

- Oscillation of plutonium bearing fuel elements.

Two quantities are measured simultaneously : a local signal

function of the difference of absorption between the sample

and a standard, and a general signal, function of the différer

ce innj , The oscillation therefore gives effective values

for 2.̂  and V Z# . It is essential for this experiment to be

done in spectrum conditions as close as possible to those

existing in power reactors. For this reason, this oscillation

technique is being developped in MARIUS, where it was first

tested last summer with encouraging results.



Further information comes from the commissioning

experiments and from the operating experience of the Karcoule

reactors* This will be discussed later on in this symposium by

A* Teste Du Bailler.

The first part of this paper will deal with integral

experiments on lattices—Tnickling and replacement measurements;

the second chapter with some of the additional measurements

done in MARIUS, and the third with effective cross section

measurements*
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I Integral lattice experiments

A — Absolute buckling measurements

The buckling measurements are done by placing

detectors or a fission chamber in specific positions of the

lattice : either at the boundary of two cells, or, at least

for the detectors, on the end caps of fuel elements*

Fission chamber measurements are done one point

at a time. Control rods are lifted clear out of the reactor

in order to obtain a positive period ( 100 to 160 seconds

e folding time). They are dropped when the integrated counting

rate on the fission chamber reaches about 150 000. Another

fission chamber is used as monitor to intercalibrate the

measurements* The main advantage of the fission chamber

measurements is that one knows at once if they are good or

bad* However they are lengthy experiments ( about 8 days for

one radial buckling experiment), and it is generally more

convenient to use detectors*

The detectors used are 10 mm diameter Mn foils*

Integrated count ratés range from 100 000 to 200 000 (about

50 000 c/mn)* Five counters are used and each detector goes

on all five installations* The statistical counting error

is thus of the order of 2*10"* , and the error on detector

coefficient is of the same order. Altogether, the accuracy

on each flux point (taking into account positionning errors)

can be estimated at 5*10 •

• / • • •
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The main problem in the analysis of radial flux

plots arises from the" Coexistence of two zones s buckling

measurements are done in a square central zone, the lattice

pitch of the outer zone being different* Therefore one has

to deal with spectrum and harmonic effects. Corrections are

calculated for both effects, using a two dimensional tvo

group diffusion theory code» The lattice pitch of the outer-

zone being 192 mm square, that of the central zone 224 mm aqua

re, the corrections however are not very important :

, * . * •

- nought fo* .'r < 110 cm

for 110<r < 120 cm

for r >120 cm ( the maximum radius used

in the central square is of the order of 150cm)

A least squares analysis is then made to determine the extrapc

lation radius* In order to detect any systematic error in

the correction factors, the analysis is first done with

points near the origin', "an^ points of greater abscissa are

added one «r two at &.'• time. The result is a plot of the
' V' * * * 'r

extrapolated radius versus the number of points taken into

account*

This method will be illustrated on an example*

Figure 8 shows the radial flux plots measured in the central

zone of MARIUS, with a lattice pitch of 224 mm, a channel

70 mm in diameter, &&&. a solid fuel element 31 nm in diameter*

Mn detectors were ,p4|[̂ é,<|joiv,the end caps of the fuel, in a

fourth of the channela.?he;:points corrected by the two dimen

sional ( x-y) calculation are also plotted* The result
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of the least squares analysis is shown on figure9. After

some variations when only a few central points are included

in the analysis, the value of the extrapolated radius is

quite stable at Re = 248.2 i 0,5 cm. The statistical accuracy

quoted above is in fact a little too high» Several indépendant

measurements are usually made both with detectors in the

moderator and in the fuel, and with fission chambers, and

the dispersal of the results gives a fair estimate of the

error. In the case under consideration, the weighted average

of seven measurements is Re = 248 - 1 cm.

There are no difficulties for axial flux plots, The

accuracy is high and for the same lattice, the weighted avera-

ge for four measurements is 580 - 1 cm.

The axial and radial bucklings for the above lattice

give a good idea of the total accuracy :

B. Progressive Replacement Experiment

This method has already been described in the 1958

Geneva Conference paper P/i191 (4). Its application to MARIUS

however is somewhat different from what it was during the

commissioning experiments of the Marcoule reactors.
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Fuel elements of a "reference" lattice are progres-

sively replaced by the fuel eleuents of the lattice to be

studied. The number of channels involved is chosen in order

to have as high a symetry as possible in the central region,

for instance 12, 16, 24, 32, 44 and 52 channels*

A supercritical approach is made at each of those

steps, by changing the loading of the reactor at the core-

reflector boundary, and making doubling time measurements*

Extrapolation to zero-reactivity yields the critical radius,
-5with an accuracy equivalent to 3 to 5*10 in reactivity*

The change in critical radius versus the number of fuel

channels replaced is plotted in figure 10 for several expe-

riments in the same reference lattice*

This change is due to two separate effects: a

volume term due to the difference in what can be called the

fondamental properties of the two lattices (B or k M ) , and

a boundary term due to the difference in the spectra of the

two lattices* The relative importance of the latter decreases

when the size of the central region increases, which allows

for a separation of the two effects*

The analysis of this experiment is complex, and

can be best explained by using a simple one group perturba-

tion theory» It is then convenient to speak in terms of

reactivity rather than critical size* Starting from the

diffusion equation s
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a change in the properties of the lattice in a central region

of volume V can be related to a change in reactivity :

As long as the central region is small, grad J2f«^ and the

last term aan be neglected. The change in axial leakage

between the two lattices is also usually very small, and

we have approximately :

\

IM f
appears as the asymptotic value of p J

j ( l ) A ] pp y p p J
for increasing V. I

1 •¥

If one now speaks in terms of changes in critical

size, or geometrical buckling(B ), 0 has to be replaced by

K OP« j H being proportional to the migration area of the

reference sone.

It can be seen from this very rough analysis that

the result of the replacement experiment is not a difference

in buckling between the two lattices, but rather a difference

in net reaction rates [( k -1 ) Lai ,

A more detailed analysis is in fact necessary to

take into account the boundary effects which do not appear

in the one group calculation, and this is done by using two

group theory» Moreover, changes in lattices properties are

often great and straight perturbation theory would not give

the appropriate weights to the two regions» In order to
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overcome this dif f icuVt^ftnapproximate two group calculation of

the experiment is made, and a perturbation calculation ( 6 )

applied to that* The change in net reaction rates appears as

the sum of two terms : one is a first guess and the other

a correction derived from the experiment :

Al(M)IJ guessed*

In practice, the correction factor includes errors

both on ( k -i)xZa and on the boundary effect, and the latter

decreases as ± when the radius R of the central zone increase

Figure II shows the variation of the correction factor (| )

plotted against i/R for a given experiment : the lattice

pitch is 224 mm; the channel diameter 70 mm, the reference

fuel is a 31 mm solid rod and the replacement fuel a 40 mm

solid rod. Extrapolation to zero of the best straight lice

drawn through the points yields :

T. = S (M)!.) =(»•**.*)*>•*

The total error on /̂ |(k - 1 ) £ a] has to include the uncer-

tainty on the migration area of the reference lattice, as can

be seen from the one group treatment* Assuming 5% for this

uncertainty, and the first guess for /^K k-1) X. aj with

standard cell calculations being 4*99* 10 , the final result

is t

«l s («.09 t .15) 10'

Some experimental results of replacements at

the lattices pitches 192 and 224 mm are summarized below. ./...
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leferenoe
lattice

9 a*tad
lattioea

leference
lattice

T#ât«d
lattlcee

fttferenoe
lattice

teatad
lattieea

latHi«9

Tt«t«d
Uttl6«

Absolut*

(A)
• 903

m«asur*m«nta

(A
.277

• 978 .277

• 722 .257

.551 • 240

Channel
diameter

(am)

70

70

70

70

70

70

90

90

90

110

110

Fuel
geometry
diameteri

(mm)

28

31

40x20.6

31

28

45 x 29

28

40x20.6

45 x 35

28

40x20.6

calcu-
lated

(iO"5ca-i;

3.5887

4.1870

5*1226

4.1870

3.5887

5.4547

3.6962

5.3595

4.6466

3.8546

5.5543

1 .08510*.00140

1.08310*. 00140

1,06100t. 00140

1 .08270*. 00140

1 .0842 Of 00190

1 . 0 5 1 3 0 t . OO190

1 .08420*.00»

1.05140*.002*)

1.05575t.00»

1.08610*.0049

1 • 04340^)0400
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2 # PItoh of 224 • •

Reference
lattice

Tested
lattices

Abe<
measun

.939

olute
iment

*?/(»-2)
.295

-

Channel
diameter

(am)

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

70

Fuel
geometry
diameters
(mm)

31

28

40

32.8x10.7

40 x 20.6

45 x 29

45 x 35

50 x 30

Calculated

(10" 3O«"V

3.0661

2.6542

4.1296

3.1017

3.6992

3.9187

3.2687

4.8043

1.09010+.00060

1.07770±.00100

1.08430*00060

1.08720*00075

1.08620±.00060

1.08220±.00070

1 .07325±.00085

1.07145*.00065
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The progressive replacement experiment ia in essence

a differential experiment, and as such its accuracy is very

high. It can toe further improved by an increased knowledge

of the reference lattice, especially of its radial migration

area. This can be measured by a critical approach for the

reference lattice, but one has to rely then on the delayed

neutron contributions* Excellent agreement has in fact been

found in MARIUS between the calculated and the experimental
2

M using the Kecpin values for d-elayed neutrons

Moreover, in order to derive the absolute value

of ( k - 1 ) £a for a new lattice, one has to know k eo and

XL a for the reference lattice. The former is obtained from

the buckling measurements and migration areas :
2 2 2 2

lcm q£ t + Hĵ  Bi + VLg B̂  . Additional information can be derived

from a direct measurement of ar ' jotropy, ̂ a may "be derived

from cell fine structure experiments. Those two types of

experiments are done in MARIUS and will be briefly discussed

in the next chapter. Some interesting results on axial extrapo-

lation length will also be given.

II Additional measurements.

A* Anisotronv

2 2
From the ahove relation between k - , B , and Ba ,

2 2 2 2
K, and M« , one can see that if B. and B^ are measured
for two different core geometries, and the values are plotted

# 2 2 \
in the IB, , fi»l plane, the^slope of the line joining the

points is equal to^M« / M, J
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This experiment can be done in MAHIUS, the minimum

long* of the oore being 3m in order to achieve criticality*

The results for the reference lattice : 224 mm lattice pitch.

70 mm diameter channel and 31 mm solid rod, are plotted on

figure ia« The valus for IJ / M^ is 1.13 - .05, a value

which seems significantly higher than the value obtained by

our pressnt theoretical predictions (7).

1* Cell fine structure

Standard calculations of the average absorption

in the cell by the Amouyal - Benoiat -method 4®) a r e i n

excellent agreement vith monokinetic transport theory S or

double Pn calculations « to within less than 1JÉ on the ratio

of average fluxes in the fuel and the moderator (0 u / 0m)•

However it may be necessary to take into account spectrum

hardening effects in the fuel* Fine structure experiments

are done in MARIUS to study this problem*

The measurements are done in the central cell of

MAJL1U8, vith Xn detectors, 7 mm in diameter* The positions

of the detectors in the fuel are illustrated on figure 13*

Suboadmium measurements are also done in the moderator to

correct for epithermal effects* Thô values of the flux are

plotted on figure 14 for the usual reference lattice* The

experimental flux ratio is t

.55 - .01

corrected

the value obtained by the Amour»! - Benoist method being «525
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C# Axial •xtrapolation

The axial extrapolation length is measured for each

reference lattice, and ia of partiouia* interest when the

channel diameter is changed* The following results have been

obtained for the extrapolation length and the reflector saving

for the 192 ma lattice pitch and the 28 mm diameter solid rod

( core length • 4*80 m, solid reflector thickness =.54m) :

Channel diameter

70 mm

90 mm

110 mm

Extrapolated

length

5,97 - .02 (m)

6,19 - .025 (m)

6.41 - .04 (m)

reflector saving

.585 m

• 695 m

• 805 m

The relative variation of the reflector saving is in good

Agreement with theory.

Measurements of the axial extrapolation length are

also done at the end of most replacement experiments, in order

to determine whatever correction may be neccessary to account

for variations in axial leakage. This correction has in fact

always been negligible in normal experiments*
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• few replacement experiments have been done

however changing the channel diameter by removing a sleeve,

but keeping the same fuel* This type of experiment sfeould

yield ktf , whereas the buckling is measured directly. One
2

could hope to derive M • The great variations in axial leakage

(Vf JL. ) throughout the experiments call for detailed

analysis* À first series of experiments was done for that

purpose at the 192 mm lattice pitch, with a 110 mm channel

in all the square central zone» Axial extrapolation length

was measured in 10 channels across the reactor (figure 15)*

III Measurements of effective cross sections

The general purpose of those measurements is to

determine a set of effective cross sections for the most

important uranium and plutonium isotopes». The ultimate objec-

tive is to make reliable predictions of reactivity changes

with burn-up. We are primarily concerned, however, with

checking various mathematical models derived for the neutron

thermalization problem( 9). The ratio of plutonium 239 to

uranium 235 fission cross section is measured by activation

techniques or fission chambers* The conversion ratio, the

ratio of plutonium 239 and plutonium 240 capture to uranium

235 absorption are determined by analysis of irradiated fuels*
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Activation measurements

49 25
The detectors used for the Pu and U fission

ratios are 7 mm diameter foils. 3 mm thick, containing respec-

tively land 2 mg. of Pu ' and U (1O). Thoa« detectors can be

placed either in the moderator or inside fuel elements in

identical positions* The fission rates are determined by

counting fission product gamma-ray activities in a Nal photo

scintillator with a biaà set around 475 KeV. Experiments were

made to determine appropriate flux level and irradiation time*

The resulting values are about 5*10 n/cm /s and one hour,

giving counting rates of about 100 000 c/tm four hours after

reactor shutdown. The Bu/U ratio is nearly constant from the

third to the fifth hour after shutdown (figure 16) and this

value is not very sensitive to a twofold change either in

irradiation time or flux level (less than V/o on the ratio)*

Calibration of the detectors is done in a thermal

column, obtained by removing the fuel elements from the

twenty four central cells of MARIUS. The epithermal to thermal

flux ratio in the center of the column is less than. 005* so

that the Pu/U ratio measured at that position is very nearly

thermal*

One finally derives the ratio of effective cross

sections in a given lattice to thermal cross sections*

u
(P . / U)n,,nn.l col.rnn
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This measurement is done systematically at the end of each

replacement experiment in MARIUS. A typical result is that

obtained in the moderator of a 224 mm square cell, fuelled

with a hollow rod : i» d. = 30 mm. O.d s 50 mm

placed in a channel of diameter 70 mm :

( Pu/U) cell m 0.99 - 0.01

(Pu/U) thermal column = .82 £ 01

9 'NIOTIMI

The same ratio measured with fission chambers is 1*20* Theore-

tical calculations give for this ratio values ranging from

1*19 to 1* 25 according to the model used*

Analysis of irradiated fuels

Three Independent measurements have to be made

in order to derive the conversion ratio, ( CTc /&&) ** 4.*

and ( a o 4 ° / a r i 5 ) e f f e c t i v e
 : depletion of U25, isotopic

analysis of plutonium, and Pu / U content*

25
The depletion of U is obtained by a UP- mass

25
spectrometer. The accuracy on the ratio U depleted is
5.10"4. ¥ 2 5 naturel

The isotopic analysis of plutonium is made with

a solid source mass spectrometer* The relative accuracy is a
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40 / 49
function of the isotopic content : about 1$ on the Pu / Pu

ratio when this ratio is greater than 1#t5 to 10$ on the

Pu*1 / Pu*9 ratio when it is of the order of 10"~5. For
42 / 49*higher irradiations, the Pu / Pu ratio can also be reached

with a good accuracy*

The Pu / TJ ratio is obtained by isotopic

dilution followed by ma&s spectrometry* The tracers presently
25 .

used are uranium enriched in U to 33% and Plutonium
. 40

containing 30% of Pu • One then can write :

49*
Pu including both the original plutonium and the one

40added with the Pu tracer* The solid source mass spectrome-
2 c Oft A Ck 4t ' Ji C\

ter measurements of U / U and Pu / Pu are accurate to

about 1$, but the final accuracy on the Pu / U ratio is

only about 4$* This accuracy will be improved later to 1•$when tracers containing 90$ Pu become available* Another way
42of improving the accuracy consists in the use of a Pu

tracer*

•In order to derive the desired quantities :

Co ̂ - eff* ^c eff. fr"a eff from the above measure-

CTa
25eff <Ta25 eff Ca 2 5 eff

ments, corrections have to be made taking into account the

destruction i

of'neutrons*

49 40destruction of Pu , Pu , etc ••• by fission or capture
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For instance, Co is obtained from Pu / U "by the following

equation :

25
where x = 1 - ÏÏ depleted Similar equations

u 2 5
 t .
natural

can be written for ( O"c49 / ̂ a25)efft ( 6"
4° / ̂ â25)eff» etc..

Some of the quantities necessary to calculate the correction

factors can be derived from the set of- experiments themselves

( x for instance), so that the only theoretical values introduced in the correction factors are ( <Tc / Gâ ))„- and

A typical set of values are the following

U 2 5 depleted = .9285 ± .C005
25

U natural

Pu49 = (.389 i .016) 10~5

U 2 8

Pu41 =.039 * .004
40

Pu
\

Assuming for the corrections

(Ta41 /«Ta25 = 2.83

N /N = 138 in natural uranium,one finds:

• / • • .
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Co « 79 3

(T28eff

«"28eff

t 0

-

= 1

.04

. 8 9 5 1

. 6 1 , 1

.01

,16

Irradiation temperature

20C°C

This type of experiment yields very important

information on effective cross sections, and the accuracy

will be improved when better tracers become available.

It is alrRady possible with the present results

to exhibit the variation of <TC
49 / (j-28 ^ w i t h irradiation

temperature, and with improved experimental accuracy a precise

check of theoretical prediction will become possible.
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Conclusion

The experiments done up to nov in MARIUS give

us a good knowledge of the properties of cold lattices for

the usual pitches of power reactors (190 to 225 mm), and for

a vide range of surface to volume ratio of the fuel (0.9

s
cross section of the fuel (6 to 20 cm 2), channel diameter
(70 to 110 mm). Many other experiments have been done in MARIUS t

-the effect of absorbers, such as molybdenum, has

been determined with accuracy and civilian reactor fuels

(EDTi) have been tested; systematic experiments are done on

control rods; etc...

The short range program of MARIUS calls for explora-

tory experiments at vry large pitches (320 mm and 288mm), and

for the study of plutonium bearing fuel elements, both by

replacement methods and oscillation.

The operating experience of power reactors and the

analysis of Irradiated fuel yield very important information

on the influence of temperature on the overall properties of

a reactor and on effective cross sections. Accurate knowledge

of the physics of the power reactors requires however that

experiments be performed in clean conditions and for a wide ran-

ge of variables. Those studies will be carried out in a hot

critical facility, which is planned for the near future at

Cadarache. This facility, named CESAR, will operate at tempe-

ratures up to 500°C, The experimental techiques will on the

whole be the same as those used in MARIUS« absolute buckling

measurements, progressive replacements» fuel oscillation.
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APPENDIX

Description of MARIUS

General layout

MARIUS, built at Marcoule in 1959, became critical

on January 6, I960* It is made up of a cylindrical stack, 6.15m*

in diameter and 5*88 m long, with horizontal channels. The

whole stack is below ground level.

The elementary cells consist of graphite blocks,

192 mm square, with a central channel. Starting from the axis

of the stack, there are three separate regions.

- a agiare central region 2.68 x 2.68 m, made up of

196 elementary cells. This zone serves as reference for the

progressive replacement experiments. The lattice pitch and

channel diameter can be changed at will by adding graphite

planks between the graphite blocks, and changing sleeves in the

channels* The various possible pitches range from 192 mm to

320 mm (cf figure 2) and the channel diameters range from 70

to 140 mm.

- a driver region, made up of 336 elementary cells

and vith a fixed channel diameter (70 mm). The channels can be

loaded either with uranium or graphite plugs, so that critica-

lity can be achieved for different loadings of the central

region.
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- a reflector of outer radius 3*07 m.

Axially, the standard core is 4*80 m long with two

symmetrical reflectors «54 m thick* The length of the core can

of course be changed for specific experiments, such as anisotro-

py or reflector saving measurements.

The reactor £â controlled with 6 vertical control

rods just outside ;he central region* Figure 3 shows the up-per

shielding and the control rods*

The main characteristics of MARIUS are summarized in

figure 1.

II Experimental facilities

MARIUS was built primarily for progressive replace-

ment experiments* Fuel loading has been made as simple as

possible} both ends of the stack can be easily reached by means

of platforps, each of which can carry one ton (figure 4)*

Two ion chambers placed in the reflector are connected to

periodmeters, and the totaX number of readings of doubling time

is 24* Reactivity measurements can thus be made to 1 or 2-10" •

Small experimental channels are provided at the

boundary of cells for the absolute buckling measurements* The

flux can be measured in any cell of the central zone (figure 5)

There is also a vertical channel in the central plane» mainly

for fission chamber measurements.
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The four central cells can be taken out, including

the graphita (figure6). This faoility is used mainly for fine

structure expérimenta* A block of graphite» 140 mm square, oan

be remored independently at the junction of those four cells,

and aoourate measurements of graphite cross seetions by the

"danger" method are possible on blocks of graphite weighting

about 30 kg.

Oscillator experiments are also done in the square

central hole* figures 3 and 7 shov details of the oscillator.

Complete trains, one and a half time the length of the core,

can be oscillated*

Shielding and electronics have been provided so

that the maximum flux possible is of the order of 10 n/cm /s.

Accurate measurements of Pu/U fission ratios, or conversion

factors, can thus be made.

Manuscript received 10th of may 1962
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OP MARIUS

Length of the stack
n of the core

Diameter of the stack

" of the core

Control rods number

Maxlaua number of channels

Maximum flux

Three regions:

Central region:

Pitch

channel

Number of channels

fuel

Outer region

Pitch

Channel

Number of channels

fuel

Radial reflector

5.88 m

variable

6.14 m

variable

6

532

10^ n/cm /sec

192, 224, 256, 288, or 320 mm

140, 110, 90 or 70 mm in diameter

196 for the 192 mm pitch

variable (Natural Uranium)

192 mm

70 Mm

336

31 Natural Uranium (usually)

Standard experiments:

Absolute buckling measurements

Progressive replacement experiments

Oscillation technique

Fine structure and spectrum measurements

Flux deformation around control rods

Anisotropy,Reflector saving measurements

Diffusion length in graphite

Figure 1
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Fig 2 MARIUS - Different pitches
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Fig. 4 - Front view of the reactor
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Pig. 5 - MARIUS - 224 mm lattice - flux scanning holes



Fig. 6 - Central zone and removable colls during the rebuilding
of the stack for the 224 mm pitch



Fig. 7 - Oscillator rig and fuel element train



O :measured flux
-J-:flux corrected by a two

dimensional calculation

120 ISO 140 Ron
Absolute buckling measurement in the central square region of MARIUS

pitch : 224 mm
channel diameters 70 mm

fuel diameter: 31 mm

VJI
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Fig 9 -

7t lOff lit
corresponding
radius (en)

Absolute buckling measurement - Least squares analysis

Pitch : 224 ma

channel diameters 70 ma

fuel diameters 31 mm
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'2 replaced channels

Fig 10 - Progressive replacement experiments - Change in critical radius
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Fig 11 - Progressive replacement experiment - Variation of the

correction factor
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O.t

0.*
Axial
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Fig 12 - Aniaotropy of the reference lattice at the 224 mm pitch
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Uranium
cladding

Pig 13 - Fuel element for fine structure experiments
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Flux A
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100
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channel 4 70 J B ° graphite moderator
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Fis 14 - Fine structure experiment - Pitch:224mm

Channel diameter: 70mm

fuel diameter: 31mm
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«50'

640.

«30-

620

610.

•00.

597 "

590-

Extrapolation

length (cm)

\
1

asymptotic value for the 70 am channel

Central region 1
channel diameter:110 mm

Outer region Reflect!

channel diameter:70 mm

115.2 230.4 307 R«R

15 - Change in axial extrapolation length
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